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Abstract

Many natural and industrial processes such as oil well construction are composed of a sequence of recurring ac-
tivities. Such processes can often be monitored via multiple sensors that record physical measurements over time.
Using these measurements, it is sometimes possible to reconstruct the processes by segmenting the respective time
series data into intervals that correspond to the constituent activities. While automated algorithms can compute
this segmentation rapidly, they cannot always achieve the required accuracy rate e.g. due to process variations
that need human judgment to account for. We propose a Visual Analytics approach that intertwines interactive
time series visualization with automated algorithms for segmenting and labeling multivariate time series data.
Our approach helps domain experts to inspect the results, identify segmentation problems, and correct misla-
beled segments accordingly. We demonstrate how our approach is applied in the drilling industry and discuss its
applicability to other domains having similar requirements.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): G.3 [Probabilities and Statistics]: —Time series
analysis I.5.2 [Pattern Recognition]: Design Methodology—Classifier design and evaluation

1. Introduction

A common problem in time series analysis is segmenting
and labeling a composite time series into the sequence of
units that compose it. This problem arises in several ar-
eas such as speaker diarization [TR06], brain activity analy-
sis [PMML95, BMM11], and industrial process reconstruc-
tion [EAFT11]. For example, the units can represent differ-
ent activities performed while drilling a borehole, where the
time series data is composed of multiple sensor measure-
ments recorded over the drilling process. The sequence of
activities in such processes can be reconstructed by segment-
ing the sensor data into labeled intervals, enabling several
possibilities for process analysis and optimization [Tho04].

Automated segmentation approaches (Sect. 2) often
model each of the labels as a class using certain rules or
parameters. As example, a rule-based system to segment
drilling data involves multiple rules that determine the ac-
tivity for a small time interval based on the respective sen-
sor values. The designer of such algorithms needs to take

several decisions about segmentation parameters and thresh-
olds. Additionally, it is not always feasible to cover all possi-
ble cases that might take place during actual execution, espe-
cially when handling industrial processes that often exhibit
new variations and exceptions. Moreover, automated meth-
ods might fail to handle missing data and outliers in the data,
which impacts their accuracy.

We propose a Visual Analytics approach for improving
automated segmentation and labeling of multivariate time
series. Our approach (Sect. 3) uses familiar time-oriented vi-
sualizations and interactions to enable end users to inspect
and correct segmentation results computed by automated al-
gorithms. Furthermore, it allows running these algorithms
with appropriate thresholds and parameters, based on the ac-
tual data behavior in specific time intervals. We demonstrate
how this approach is implemented in a productive system
and applied successfully in the drilling industry (Sect. 4).
In Sect. 5 we discuss potential improvements and scalability
limitations that need to be addressed in future work.
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2. Related Work

Time series analysis has been a central topic in data mining
and information visualization. We provide an overview of
machine-learning algorithms proposed for segmenting mul-
tivariate time series data as well as visualization techniques
for this type of data.

2.1. Time series segmentation and labeling

Existing segmentation methods can be divided into three
main categories [XPK10]. Feature-based methods treat each
data point or data window individually using the respec-
tive time series values as data features. Several classifi-
cation techniques have been applied to assign labels to
these data points such as decision trees and rule induction
[EAFT12b], artificial neural networks [KP97], genetic algo-
rithms [EHD∗02], and support vector machines [KMN09].
Pattern-based methods use similarity measures to match a
given time series against a group of predefined templates
such as measures based on Euclidean distance and dynamic
time warping [M0̈7, JJO11]. Model-based methods use gen-
erative models such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to
model the temporality of the data as a sequence of observa-
tions. Several HMM-based techniques have been proposed
to compute this sequence [WWW11, EAFT12a].

Automated techniques often depend on appropriate pa-
rameterization to produce the desired segmentation results.
Several visualization techniques assist in choosing parame-
ter values by providing insights into the time series behavior
and actual value ranges and distribution.

2.2. Multivariate time series visualization

Line and area charts are among the most common repre-
sentations of numeric time series [AMST11]. Several tech-
niques were proposed to visualize multivariate time series
data for different purposes. Aigner et al. [AMST11] pro-
vide an extensive survey of these techniques. ThemeRiver
[HHWN02], Stacked Graphs [BW08], and Braided Graphs
[JME10] display multiple time series in one plot using ei-
ther stacking or superimposition. Horizon Graph [Rei08,
HKA09] uses a compression technique to show area charts
in a compact vertical space, while preserving the value reso-
lution. This allows showing multiple time series in separate
plots below each other. Beside visual representations, sev-
eral interaction techniques were proposed to explore time
series data such as VisuExplore [RMA∗10]. ChronoLenses
[ZCPB11] and SignalLens [Kin10] provide interactive lens
techniques to support fluid Focus+Context exploration in
high-frequency time series.

Machine learning experts use visualization mainly in the
design phase to validate their assumption about the data and
select reliable features for their algorithms. We propose us-
ing visualization in the runtime to allow end users to inspect
and improve the results, as we explain next.

3. Visual Analytics Approach

The basic idea of our approach is to visualize the segmen-
tation results computed by automated algorithms along with
the time series data in one view (Fig. 1). This enables in-
specting the results in relation with the data and investigating
possible reasons for segmentation problems. Detailed anal-
ysis of the data and manipulation of the results are possible
through interaction with this view and intertwining it with
automated analysis, as we show next.

3.1. Automated analysis

As discussed in Sect. 2.1, several machine learning algo-
rithms can be used for segmenting and labeling time series.
Our approach is independent of the actual algorithms used,
as it is mainly concerned with the raw data and segmentation
results without imposing restriction on how these results are
computed. Nevertheless, algorithm-specific parameters can
still be adjusted via a dedicated view (Fig. 1c).

3.2. Interactive visualization

Our approach shows the time series data in multiple plots
using appropriate techniques such as line charts (Fig. 1b).
To save vertical space or to better reveal correlations, two
variables can be superimposed in one plot if they are seman-
tically related. Additional variables can be depicted in the
plots besides or instead of the raw time series such as time-
varying features extracted from the data.

The segmentation results are depicted as a sequence of
colored stripes that encode the respective labels over time
(Fig. 1d). The colors are chosen from a categorical color
scale and, when applicable, assigned to match existing color
conventions in the problem domain. As we discuss in Sect. 5,
a dedicated rendering algorithm is needed to ensure mini-
mum visibility of individual stripes.

A time slider (Fig. 1a) indicates the time interval being
displayed. The above-mentioned views and the slider are
synchronized to show the same time interval up on zoom-
ing and panning in the plots area or up on moving the slider.

Conventional interactions with the plots are possible such
as reading values via tooltips and selecting a time range.
Also, the vertical value ranges and aspect ratios of the plots
can be adjusted individually to emphasize certain ranges.

The user can click on a segment to highlight the respec-
tive time interval in the raw data plots (Fig. 1e). This allows
examining the time series behavior in this interval in order to
check if the computed label is correct. The user can change
this label manually using appropriate interaction. Moreover
she may inquire why the automated methods computed a
certain label. For example, if the segments are labeled using
a rule-based classifier, she can check which rule was applied
to compute this label. This enables matching this rule against
the actual time series values in the respective interval.
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Figure 1: The Visual Analytics approach to time series segmentation: both raw data (b) and results (d) are depicted for a
certain time interval (a). Several interactions allow inspecting the results (e). The user can steer automated segmentation (c)
for selected time interval. [Single elements used from Basiliq UI images kit by Cloud Castle, licensed under Creative Commons.]

3.3. Steering automated time series segmentation

The proposed interactive visual interface provides several
possibilities for inspecting the segmentation results and
identifying mislabeled segments in the time series. Such la-
beling errors happen for various reasons. For example, a
miscalibrated sensor might deliver values beyond the default
thresholds, causing some classification rules to fail. Instead
of rectifying these labels manually, it is possible to reap-
ply the segmentation algorithm using different algorithms or
thresholds. The user can adjust these thresholds based on
gained insights into the erroneous data. Such adjustment can
be entered in text fields, or using more advanced input meth-
ods, depending on the specific algorithm used. The visual-
ization is updated interactively with the new segmentation
results. This process can be repeated, until the user is sat-
isfied with the results. Appropriate visual comparison tech-
niques are needed to compare past and new results (Sect. 5).
To avoid impacting previously correctly-labeled segments,
changes to the segmentation results can be restricted to a cer-
tain time interval. This also reduces the computation time,
especially for large time series data.

Integrating the segmentation algorithm with the interac-
tive visual interface enables a Visual Analytics process fol-
lowing Keim’s mantra [KMS∗08]: Analyse First - Show the
Important - Zoom, Filter and Analyse Further - Details on
Demand. After applying automated segmentation, the im-
portant is shown as colored segment with interactive means
for gaining more details on demand. Further analysis is pos-
sible by interactively re-applying the automated algorithms.
The approach presented so far is generic, as it imposes no
restriction on applicable automated methods or visualiza-
tions. Additional components and design decisions might be
needed for specific use cases, as we show next.

4. Use Case: Reconstructing Drilling Processes

A successful well construction process requires multiple
activities to be performed by the on-site field personnel
(drilling crew) in a specific sequence. For this purpose, the
drilling rig runs through a certain sequence of states such as
“drilling rotating”, “reaming the hole”, or “in slips”. Log-
ging these activities is crucial for many tasks such as plan-
ning and auditing, process optimization, as well as analyzing
and predicting drilling problems [Tho04]. Manual logging is
both unfeasible and inaccurate due to various circumstances
involved in the drilling process and sometimes due to biased
or misinformed human judgment. A feasible alternative is to
reconstruct these activities based on measurements of sev-
eral sensors mounted on the drilling rig, such as the depth of
the drilling bit, the pressure of the mud pumps, or the posi-
tion of the hook in the derrick. For this purpose, a set of 10
standard sensors are probed at a frequency of 1 to 0.1 Hz,
resulting in multivariate numeric time series data containing
about 10,000 samples every work day.

The Operations Detection system (ADPM) automatically
detects rig activities out of available sensor data [Tho04]. In
addition, the system enables drilling specialists to process
daily drilling data efficiently using various software tools
that implement industry standards to acquire the data. One
of the major tasks these users perform over night is recon-
structing drilling activities of the previous work day. For this
purpose, they run ADPM’s rule-based segmentation and la-
beling algorithm over the data, which computes the results in
about one minute on an average computer. Due to frequent
issues with the quality of the sensor data, such as dysfunc-
tional or miscalibrated sensors, the automatic results need to
be quality-controlled. Another reason for this are unexpected
events such as stuck pipes or blowout prevention [AAF∗12].
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Automated algorithms can detect some of these issues, such
as missing sensor data, and produce segments of unknown
label accordingly. To enable users to examine such time in-
tervals and identify further issues with the segmentation re-
sults, the ADPM system is extended with an interactive in-
terface as described in Sect. 3. This interface enables expert
users to employ their domain knowledge to inspect the re-
sults and identify unexpected events or erroneous labels.

A typical work day for Jane, an expert user of the sys-
tem, involves loading specific data snapshots for inspection.
Besides the charts of sensor data, she uses additional com-
ponents and charts such as a time×depth plot of the drilling
process. This chart helps her both to comprehend the data
and to select certain ranges such as time intervals with slow
or no drilling. The visualization provides her with infor-
mation on segmentation results including intervals with un-
known labels or with highly changing labels which indicate
high uncertainty in the results. She checks these intervals in
detail by inspecting the respective sensor values and decides
to change some labels and assign “unknown” to certain in-
tervals to avoid false positive detections. Jane also notices
that certain activities are too long or too short for the spe-
cific drilling session and rigs she is analyzing, or appear in
unusual times. By inspecting the sensor data, she noticed
that “block position” values are drifted downwards in later
work hours. Therefore, she decides to restart the segmenta-
tion with a different threshold for this sensor. Inspecting data
of one day takes her a few minutes in which she adjusts the
labeling for four hours of drilling (about 25% of the data).
After Jane saves her changes, the quality-assurance manager
loads the data and checks the new results to approve them,
possibly asking for some modifications.

The described visualization has been applied successfully
in the drilling industry in the past decade both to process and
to analyze the sensor data involved [Tho]. It has been effi-
ciently employed to produce daily activity reports and iden-
tify potential for optimizing drilling processes accordingly.
Furthermore, a variety of subtle drilling problems were re-
vealed by means of interactive visual analysis.

5. Discussion and Future Work

Several application domains can profit from the generic Vi-
sual Analytics approach to time series segmentation we pro-
pose. This applies when domain knowledge is essential for
improving the results, but cannot be easily embedded in the
automated methods. In such cases, appropriate visualiza-
tions and interactions enable domain experts to incorporate
their knowledge by inspecting and adjusting the segmenta-
tion results. For example, a multi-speaker diarization appli-
cation can present the results along with the signal features
employed by the diarization algorithm in a graphical inter-
face. The user can inspect the recorded conversation and ad-
just wrongly assigned speakers or misaligned segments, with
help of computed features for each speaker.

Our approach provides basis for additional components to
support analyzing and adjusting segmentation results. Possi-
ble extensions include visualizations that provide overview
of data-quality issues such as outliers and missing values
in multivariate time series data, as well as interactive meth-
ods to manipulate such data values before starting automated
segmentation. Also, the segmentation stripe can be extended
to show uncertainty in the result or to compare results from
multiple algorithms. In case of rule-based segmentation, a
dedicated view can be developed to enable domain experts
to adjust existing rules or create new ones. Such a view
should allow interactively changing the conditions or thresh-
olds used in the rules and visually inspecting the results.

The proposed visualizations have certain scalability lim-
itations in the number of variables, labels, and data points.
About ten variables can be visualized as line charts in single
or shared plots. Handling a larger number of variables re-
quires space-efficient visualizations such as horizon graphs
[JME10]. Conventional line charts with interactive zooming
can handle time series having thousands of data points. To
handle larger time series data, computational aggregation as
well as Focus+Context exploration techniques are needed.
Encoding segment labels in color allows for distinguishing
up to 20 labels. Additional or alternative visual encodings
are needed to handle larger number of labels. Furthermore,
an appropriate visual aggregation technique is needed to
handle time intervals exhibiting frequent changes in segment
labels. This is important to insure the visibility of all labels
appearing in a time interval when the number of segments is
close to or exceed the interval’s pixels.

6. Conclusion

Segmenting multivariate time series into labeled segments
is a fundamental data analysis problem in several applica-
tions domains. Machine-learning algorithms can compute
this segmentation efficiently for large time series data, but
might produce erroneous segments and labels. Visualizing
the segmentation results along with the raw time series data
allows inspecting the results and analyzing why certain la-
bels were assigned. Furthermore, integrating interactive vi-
sualization with automated segmentation allows steering the
algorithms by choosing appropriate thresholds and parame-
ter values for certain time intervals. We demonstrated how
this approach is used to inspect and improve segmentation
results in the drilling industry. This is done by enabling do-
main experts to incorporate their knowledge in order to ad-
just the segment labels or reject uncertain results. We also
discussed how our approach can be extended in future work
with additional and more scalable visual components.
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